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Black belt sergeant to_ teach
classes at violence seminar
by Jeff Morris
Bison staff writer

Richard Morris, Fort Worth police
sergeant and 5th degree black belt in
karate and Tae Kwon Do, will teach free
self-defense classes tomorrow at the New
Gym in the gymnastics room.
The two hands-on classes will be a
continuation of the University Sociology
Club's seminar on "Violence in America"
held today, at the American Heritage
Auditorium, said Dr. Bill Verkler,
chairman of the sociology and social work
department.
The session today in the American
Heritage Auditorium continues until 3
p.m. and includes discussions of the
topics: "Violence in America - Why?,"
"Violence and Commission of Crime,"
''Violence Toward the Elderly,'' ''Violence
in the Black Community" and "Coping
with Violence."
The first class, Saturday, 9:30-11:00
a.m., will be open to students, faculty and
the general public. Simple, common-sense
self-defense techniques will be taught to
help people avoid or escape violent
situations.
The second class, 1:()().2:30 p.m., will be
open only to active law enforcement officers. Advanced techniques in physical
control and survival will be taught.
Morris, 29, has been in the martial arts

for 14 years and is one of the ten highest
ranking black belts in American-style
karate. He won the state police title in the
1982 Police Olympics. He also took firstplace in the black belt middleweight
division of the 19th annual Texas State
Karate Championships.
Morris was included in the 1984-85
edition of Who's Who in American Martial
Arts and was named Instructor of the Year
by the American Karate Black Belt
Association. In 1984, ABC News awarded
him the "Spirit of Texas Award" for his
outstanding, voluntary performance and
teaching of self-defense.
Morris luis taught countless free selfdefeilse seminars for women, children, the
elderly, civic groups ·and police
academies. He has developed self-defense
programs for bQth senior citizens and
women which have r~ived national
· ·.· '"
recognition.
He has also appeared on Wide 'World of
Sports, ESPN, ABC and NBC News, CNN,
and ABC Nightline, as well as numerous
TV and radio talk shows.
In addition to his full-time police job,
Morris owns and operates his own karate
studio, gives benefit tournaments to raise
money for voluntary organizations like the
March of Dimes and the Muscular
Dystrophy Association, and presents free
self-defense clinics for interested groups.

Blues Crew to sponsor events

including race, fashion show
Just a Swangin'
Roy Hill, Cynthia Summers, Lynnea Reaves and Jeff Vaughn take advantage of -t he sunny weather to swing on the front lawn.

Sadie Hawkins Week, Open House
Iceberg concert planned by SA
The Student Association and the Student
Activities Committee have planned a
variety of events to fill the calendar for the
upcoming weeks until Christmas recess,
including a Sadie Hawkins Week and the
Michael Iceberg concert.
The SA is sponsoring the first annual
Sadie Hawkins Week, Nov. 17-23. During
this week they plan to schedule events for
the girls to ask the guys out. Men's and
women's dorm open house nights have
also been scheduled for that week, on Nov.
19 and 21.
"I think Sadie Hawkins is going to be a

really fun week," said Mike Gist, SA
president. "It will give the girls a chance
to ask out the guys. We will have some
good stuff planned."
Michael Iceberg, a keyboards specialist
who has performed at the University
several times in the past, will perform
Friday, Dec. 6 in the Benson Auditorium.
The movie "Miracle on 34th Street" will be
shown after the concert.
The SA also plans to sponsor a Christmas party early in December. A tentative
date has been set for Dec. 7.

The Levi's 501 Blues Crew, a group of
public relations students designing and
implementing a campaign to increase
awareness of Levi's 501 jeans, will be
sponsoring a fun run, a club competition
and a cheering section at the home football
game next Saturday, Nov. 16.
The 5.01•Kilometer Fun Run will be held
at 9 a.m. Nov. 16. An entry fee of $5.01 will
be charged for entrants in all four
categories __:___ males 16-24 years of age,
females 16-24, males 25 or over and
females 25 or over. Winners in each of the
four categories will receive a pair of Levi's
501 jeans, as well as other prizes. The race
will begin on the west end of town at
Searcy High School and will stick mainly
to Arch Street.
The Battle of the Clubs, a silly Olympics
competition between the social clubs on
campus, will also be held that morning.
Clubs will compete in such events as an
egg toss, a water balloon throw and special
relay races . Trophies will be_awarded to
the winning clubs.
"We need big turnouts at both the club
competition and the 501 Fun Run," said Jo
David Keith, a member of the Blues Crew.
"We need a lot of participants, a lot of
studeQts, to make those events sue-

cessful."
A cheering S'ection will be reserved on
the home bleachers at the Harding vs.
Ouachita Baptist University football
game, to be held at 2 p.m. next Saturday.
Only those students wearing 501 jeans will
be allowed to sit in the section. The
cheerleaders are planning some special
501 cheers for the game, too, said Todd
Thompson, another Crew member.
The Blues Crew plans to hold a random
drawing soon from a list of participants In
the recent blood draw to award a pair of
501 jeans to one donor. Also, in cooperation
withKHCA, the campus radio station, they
plan to give away four _pairs of '501 jeans
during November to KHCA list.eners.
A Levi's 501 fashion show has been
scheduled for Dec. 3 in the American
Heritage Auditorium. The purpose or the
fas.hion show is to show the versatility o[
the 501 line, and lhe maqy color ;~vail able
will also be stressed. The Blues Crew will
be asking University students to participate as models.
The Blues Crew has received help and
promotional material from many local
merchants, including Van AtkiJts, West's,
Searcy Beauty College, GlamaRa:ma and
Reflections.
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Self-defense class offers
chance to be safe not sorry
Rape.
It's one of those ugly, four-letter words that
Christians don't like to mention. Especially Christian
students in the protective environment of Harding
University.
Violent crime seems to be commonplace in the
"real" world. We read about it everyday in the
newspaper or hear about it on the news.
But something like that could never happen in a
small town like Searcy, Ark., especially on the campus
of a Christian university.
It does happen. At least it is rumored to happen,
even right on campus.
Some girl mysteriously leaves school. There are
announcements in chapel for women to avoid walking
alone in the evening, or jog alone, even around the
track. Especially around the track.
Women are not the only ones who should be
concerned. Last year several guys were assaulted in .
their own dorm rooms. Racial prejudice was
suggested as a linking motive, but there are a variety
of reasons that disagreements can lead to more than
angry words.
In either situation, it seems the victim is- pressured
to _leave school and the aggressor is never ~p
prehended, left free to continue in violence, having
messed up someone's life.
At least we students never hear about anyone being
caught or punished for the crime. After the initial
caution, the incident seems to be hushed up and
forgotten.
So, where are the police or even Harding security
when a crime like this is being committed? Well, they
can't be everywhere at once. We all know that, but we
feel like they should be there when we need them.
Whenever possible, we have a certain responsibility
to avoid situations that leave us vulnerable to attack.
Guys, walk a lone girl to her dorm, or wherever she
is going after dark. Girls, if no guy offers, ask one to
escort you. (What an opportunity!) Or, if none are
available and willing, get a friend to accompany you.
Keep your dorm room locked at all times.
And take advantage of opportunities like the free
self-defense class that is being offered by the
Sociology club tomorrow morning.
It should give you confidence in dealing with
questionable situations, and who knows, it may save
you or someon~ you love from being the victim of a
violent crime.
-M.H.
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God's love comforts in stressful times
Though often cute and eye-appealing, bumper
sticker slogans often lose their meaning after they've
been seen on a thousand cars and 500 ball-point pens.
For example, do you ever get a sickly feeling in your
stomach when you hear, "Smile, God loves you"? The
slogan sounds great on a bumper sticker, but what
does it mean? The concept of God often seems vague
and far away from life in Searcy. It is sometimes
difficult for me to think about "God's love."
Because I am often a "stressed out" college
student, the most consoling part of God's love is often
the knowledge that he will help me survive this
wonderful college experience. This . semester, my
college experience includes 1,000 pages of outside
reading and two thesis papers. I need help in not
worrying about school.
Some of us, like my friend Alan, have other worries
right now. Since Alan graduates in December, he is
busy with applications to and interviews with accounting firms. He's at the stage Jesus' disciples were
when Jesus told them not to worry about their food or
their clothes. (Mt. 6:25-34)
Yet we can be comforted and release the tight grip
we have on our worries, because we know that God
cares. He wants us to put Him above everything else
and then He will take care of our worries.
Ah, I can hear the skeptics now. "Oh, yeah?" they
ask, "Well, I've heard that all my life, and I'd like to
know just what makes you think that God really cares
about me personally?"
I'm glad they are asking. I sometimes ask myself
that very same question, and I have found that God
provides some very good answers.
For one thing. I think that God has counted the
number of assignments on my syllabuses. Surely a
God who would number the hairs on our heads would
also understand about accounting practice sets. (See
Luke 12:7)
In case hair-numbering isn't enough, we are given

Christians
in the
world
Amy Tom IInson
an open invitation in I Peter 5:7 to give all our worries
to God. '' ... for He careth for you."
However, there's a catch t_o all this tender loving
care stuff. Those beautiful and comforting passages
are not for those who are looking for a God in time of
trouble. Nor do they promise an easy way out.
As one student said, "When the Lord promised to
keep me in His care, when He asked me to hand Him
my burdens in prayer, He never said I would finish all
of my literature reading."
Or, better yet, remember that when Jesus told His
disciples that the hairs of their heads were numbered,
He was trying to comfort them in case they should get
scared when people beat them with whips or when
lions ripped open their skin.
That sounds like tough stuff, doesn't it? You better
believe it is! Christ asks qs for dedication and lifelong
commitment. He asks us to be his slaves. It's worth it,
though! It's worth everything we can give it, because
cur reward is not only heavenly, but earthly. As people
concerned with doing God's will, we enjoy the
privilege of peace of mind.
"Do not be anxious about anything, but in
everything, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving,
present your requests to God. And the peace of God,
which transcends all understanding, will guard your
hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus." (Phil. 4:6, 7)
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commentary
~!?~ster in dark holds terror beyond imagination
Generally, nights are dark, but this is different.
This darkness is not the velvety blackness that enfolds
you on an August night. This is not the sweet damp
darkness after a May midnight shower that makes you
feel the very earth growing and shouting its renewal
beneath your feet.
This is not a dark of slept dreams.
This is a dark of terror.
The blackness is all. Outside my window, there is
nothing. A void from which my reflection stares back
at me. An eternal void where nothing is and where all
has gone. Yes, the stars do shine -like the eyes of so
many serpents. Cold, flickering lU,..Q lacking any
purity in their light. Light which is merely a white
blackness.
·,
It is into this blackness that I am forced.
It is in this blackness that he. thtif~s.
He is outside. I feel his eyes. Always his eyes. Never
changing. The same. I never have to look. I never
want to look. Yet I do. I can always feel the unblinking gaze as he stares. I could put out the light
that glows feebly at my hand, thus hiding myself from

'-

Given to
Extremes
Todd Thompson

..

~;

him. I could put it out and sit in the darkn~;
The blackness would envelop me 1\ga~''\:
I would be with him again.
The light will stay on until the pure light of morning
sends him retreating to his place. His box. I will not commune with him again. This I have
promised myself. I'm a rational being. I tell myself
that frequently. In the light of day, I know_cl am. In
the light, everything is as it should be. Everything is of
this world. In the light.
He is not of this world.

He is not real in the light.
He is so real, so undeniably, tangibly real in the
dark. He draws his strength from the blackness. He
draws his strength from my fear. He draws his
strength from me.
I cannot hurt him. He knows.
He comes to the window now. No longer does he sit
in the darkness. He feels my terror and knows that I
am powerless.
He shuffles toward me on hi!! blob feet, his • stick
arms waving wildly in an effort to keep his amorphous
body balanced. His fat mouth is pursing, looking as if
he means to give some grotesque kiss of death. The
flat.' dull glow of his e~es raises chills throughout my
enttre body. I feel cold mside. I feel dead inside.
He is at the window. He reaches through. I cannot
stop him.
. I hear hi~ son~. He has been singing softly the whole
time. A whtspermg sound like a chilly November wind
through pines. An enveloping sound, I cannot resist.
I'm drawn into his song.
·
He has me. I sing his song.
"Mr. Potato Head, I love you."

~£~!.~an~!!.~i~~us~!.~~ation has no clear, easy solutions

like to go through the current problems of South
Africa as my country, the former Rhodesia was a
white, minority-ruled country until 1980, when
through one man - one vote elections, Zimbabwe
emerged,. So, I believe I have some authority to write
on the situation.
However, before I begin, I'd like to preface my
comments with the thought that the more I get involved, the more I realize that Christians have little
place in politics. However, having said that, I intend
to give my reactions to the letters in last week's Bison
regarding the situation in South Africa.
Few, if any, people would deny that there is a
double standard in the way the different races are
treated in that country, and most people on this
campus would agree that all men are created equal
and should be treated as such, but that is not the issue
I wish. to address. Instead, I want to make two observattons regarding the content of those letters.
First, I want to discuss the possibility of a Russian
"take-over" in South Africa. I disagree with John

Letter to the editor

Lack of parking annoys
To the editor,
Why should we pay traffic tickets, when there is no
place to "legally" park? Today, once again, I was
forced to take· the scenic tour of Harding's parking
lots for 10 minutes looking for a parking place. Well, I
was late for chapel and got a ticket for parking
between the Mabee Building and the music building.
Almost everyone with a car has had to deal with this at
one time or another.
Many times I have heard teachers complain about
"disrespectful" students parking in staff lots. Do you
think I want to park there? Do you think I like to shell
out $5.00 so I won't be late for chapel?!
I have been told to arrive earlier to avoid this
problem. This just means someone else will lose. I
guess they're telling me I shouldn't care. I got mine,
you get yours.
Either get us more parking space or keep your
tickets!
Chris Lacy

.

~

Guest Column
Lindy Baines
.
~

Tweneboah- the problem, or one of them at least, is
Marxism. As Dorah Mukupu says, "Who could
blame the blacks for turning to the Soviet Union?"
And they are! Maybe that doesn't frighten you, but it
does me. Whether you choose to remain naive and
blindly secure in American democracy or not, the
threat of world communism is real and terrifying.
The Soviet Union already has a heavy hand in
Africa, and they actively back the black movement in
South Africa. Let me quote from Freedom to the
Peoples in Southern Africa! printed this year by the
Novosti Press Agency Publishing House in Moscow:
"Hundreds of activists of the African National
c.ongress have received an education in secondary and
htgher educational establishments of the USSR.
Enormous help is provided to South AfriCan patriots
by Bulgaria, the German Democratic Republic,
Czechoslovakia and other socialist countries. In
reference to this assistance the ANC President Oliver
Tambo sai~ that the African National Congress
expressed tts profound gratitude to the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union and the entire Soviet people for their consistent
and increasing support.
There are two evils to combat in South Africa:
racialism and communism. In ten years I wonder
what we will be saying? .... "Oh dear, isn't it terrible
that Russian ideology has spread throughout Africa,
but I suppose we can't really blame the blacks for
turning to them.'' Please look at the history of the
other countries in Southern Africa, and then look at
South Africa. Look at Zimbabwe. No, perhaps
Marxism was not the problem all those years, but it is
the result. It is a fact that the Zimbabwean government is actively pursuing a totally Marxist state.
Secondly, I find it ironic (in light of my first point)
that both John Tweneboah and Ezek Nwakwue
referred to Christian principles in their letters when
the possible and probable outcome in South Africa
will prohibit and deny those Christian principles.
Marxism, or communism, is ANTI-GOD.
Regardless of that point, however, a Christian

cannot ask what political standpoint Jesus would have
taken- He was not a politician, and the Bible is not a
poli?cal handbook. Naturally, we are given ethical
outhnes, but we cannot take sides when good and evil
are not clearly defined. For example, when the New
:rest~ment deals with such delicate matters as slavery,
lt netther c~n.demns nor condones; it merely states
what a Chrtsttan should do in similar circumstances.
Are the oppressed always "good" and the suppressors
always "evil"? Philemon wasn't evil, was he? And
surely Paul wasn't out of his mind when he said that
s!aves. s~ould obey their masters. This type of
sttuatton ts rarely clearcut, and without a doubt, there
are both good and bad blacks in South Africa and
both good and bad whites too.
. Furthermore, how can we, as Christians, talk about
rtghts? Do we really have any rights? Did the early
persecuted Chri~tians have rights? Did the oppressed
~ew~ have an~ rtghts? When we start shouting about
Justtce and nghts, we get caught in a vortex with
.everybody's cries .of "I. want my rig_hts!" irresistibly
pulh~~ us do~n mto a cesspool of greed, lust and
am~tt~ou~ destre. Where is our "civilization" and
Chn,sttamty thet_I? .
Its a messy sttuatton. Why don't the whites look
throu~h black eyes and see that all they want is to
share mall aspects of t~eir country, and why don't the
blacks loo~ through whtte eyes and see that what they
want now ts the assurance of freedom to live in their
country, and maybe even assurance of life itself?
That's all I have to say. I'm not even going to attempt to an~wer my own questions or offer solutions
and sug~esttons on how to gain this mutual unde~standmg.---:- there are no good workable solutions
whtle man ts tn control.
- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - -- --

Letters Policy
The Bison welcomes letters to the editor and guest
columns. Letters intended for publication should be
signed and should not exceed 500 words. They should
be mailed to The Bison at Box 1192 or brought to the
office on the second floor of the Student Center by
noon Monday. The staff reserves the right to edit
contributions for space requirements, while still
keeping their purpose.
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Mike and Doug Show adds humorto mornings
by Suzan Henson
llio;on o;taff writpr

Something crazy happens every
Tuesday and Thursday mornin_g at the
campus radio station, KHCA. It starts with
two crazy and slightly sarcastic guys. Add
some music, news and jokes, and some fun
gets started. Then comes the sarcastic,
silly, almost stupid dialogue.
"Hey, man. We're rockin'. I hope you
didn't tell everyone I was late this morning, Doug."
"No, I didn't, but now they know."
A song then begins to play - Tears for
Fears. "Shout." "Shout, Shout - scratch." "Oh, no," a voice interrupts, "we
can't play that song now. It's time for
something else." This crazy action is all a
part of the Mike and Doug Show on the
Harding radio station KHCA.
The stars of the Mike and Doug Show are
sophomores Mike Allen of Searcy and
Doug Buce of Bartlesville, Okla. The show
is on the air on KHCA 720 AM every
Tuesday and Thursday morning, 7:45-8:45.
Allen and Buce are both mass communications majors and both work on the
radio and television programs. The show
was started when the two were in a radio
class together. They heard that Steve Lake
and Joe David Keith had a radio show and
they thought it would be fun to have their
own show. "We thought we could do a
better job," chuckled Mike Allen.
He added sarcastically, "This has been
our lifelong dream." That is how the show
came in to being.
by Jeff Robinson

"Mike and I consider
ourselves professionals."
- Doug Buce

Having their own show was very new to
both Buce and Allen. Neither of them had
ever worked on the air for radio before.
Buce had his own television show for
students while in high school. Allen
worked at KKSY 107 FM in Searcy this
past summer.
The Mike and Doug Show is very
spontaneous. with no written script. According to Buce, "Everything is tongue in
cheek." They just want their listeners to
have a good time hearing their show
because they do when they are doing it.
The D.J.'s said_that most people like

Doug Buce (seated) and Mike Allen select songs for their morning radio show.

their show but that they have had some
complaints about music they have
played and things they have said on their
show. All of the music that is played on the
Harding station has been screened and is
not against Harding regulation.
Although there isn't a written script,
Allen and Buce do use a log provided by
the radio station which lets them know
when to play a commercial or when to do
the announcements or the news of the day.
Mark Story, a sopoomore from Clinton,
does the news at 8:15 every morning at the
radio station. When asked what he thought
of the Mike and Doug Show he laughed,
"It's the most innovative show on radio
today."
· When Bu~e and Allen get finished with
announcements and news they continue to

Get a contemporary cut for an up-to-theminute image! Our stylists know all the
...........~latest looks and which is right for you
and your special lifestyle. Call
268-4951 or 268-3431 for an appointment. ·open 6 days from
8:00a.m. to 8:00p.m.

TOWN & COUNTRYBEAUTYSALON
208 N. Locust • 268-..951 • 268-:...31

play music ~nd talk to their listeners and
take care of things around the station.
When asked how many listeners they
thought they had, the answer was "about

ten to 4000."
The music that is played is from a
rotation file of mostly top 40 hits. The
D.J.'s have to play a certain number of
songs from the rotation, and they can also
play some of their own favorites. Between
songs, calls are answered and it's time for

the D.J.'s to be funny and do whatever. H
there isn't anything to say, a promo bit is
played between songs, including some by
students, such as John Goodspeed and
Benay Waite, that Allen and Buce taped
while going around campus.
There are some mess-ups on the show as
there are on any show. Allen and Buce just
live with them and usually make a joke out
of them. Mike was reported saying,. "Doug
messes up more than I do."
(See HUMOR, page 5)
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Humor------------ Campus radio station features
book
music specialty shows, giveaways
<continued from page 4)
"One of the things I remember happening was the time we had been going
real good on our show for about 30
minutes, and we realized that we didn't
have anything on," said Buce. "It was one
of our best shows, too."
A lot of care has to be taken around the
turntables so that the needle won't scratch
the record, or so the record won't skip,
although Tears for Fears often seemed to
get scratched. Allen said, "One time

Doug was holding a
near to the
turntable and all his papers fell on the
record and the needle began skipping over
them."
The Mike and Doug Show also has guest
D.J. 's if one of their friends happen to drop
in. But basically the show is Mike Allen
and Doug Buce Unleashed, being themselves and having fun. Stated Doug Buce,
"Mike and I consider ourselves
professionals."

Tho
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Christmas Open House
Sunday, Novem_ber 17
1 to 5 p.m.
Come and Visit!
10% DISCOUNT WITH I.D. FREE DELIVERY
Rachel Simpson &
Katherine Davenport
Owners
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The campus radio station KHCA is
featuring several specialty shows and
some special giveaways this semester.
Among the specialty shows is the Mike
and Doug Show, a humorous morning
show with Mike Allen and Doug Buce,
airing Tuesdays and Thursdays, 7:45-8:45.
Other shows, all running 11-12 p.m., include Jazz, with Roger Carter, a modern
jazz show airing on Sundays; the I Love
Plastic Show with Steve Atkins, a show
featuring unusual music, Mondays;
"Alternate Waves, a new wave music
show on Tuesdays with Shari Nelson;
Jammin', soul music with James Kiggins,
Wednesdays; and Fascination, with Bill
Rankin, a show featuring a different group
or album each Thursday night.
This semester KHCA has been giving
away SA movie tickets and "hunger
survival kits" for the College Inn. The
staff als'o plans to start giving away 501
jeans as part of a joint project with the
Levi's 501 Blues Crew.
KHCA and the TV 12 Chris Clarke Show
plan to sponsor an ugly shirt contest
sometime in December, with the winner
receiving $12 from TV 12 and $7.20 from
KHCA, 720 AM, towards the purchase of a
new shirt.
KHCA broadcasts every weekday
morning 6:30..8:45 and every day 2 p.m. to
midnight.
Sunday's regular air schedule begins at
2:00 p.m. with Tom Wood, followed by

Cloverdale dedicates auditorium
In conjunction with a week of special
activities, the Cloverdale Church of Christ
dedicated their new auditorium last
Sunday with special speaker Joe Cannon
and a day full of activitif!!l.
Cannon beld a four-day gospel meeting
at Cloverdale with a series of lessons on
1
' The Love of God in a World of: Hate."
Sunday,morning his lesson was " The View
from the Cross," and it was followed by a
special dinner on the lawn at noon. A
singspiration. featuring the University's A
Cappella chorus , Chorale, Celestial
Sinaers and Troulladors, followed a
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special dedicatory service at 2 p.m.
According to Bob Abney, an elder at
Cloverdale, the new auditorium has a
seating capacity of approximately 750,
more than doubling the capacity of the old
one. The auditorium has been put to good
use this ~eek, as the meeting with Cannon
continued each night through Wednesday
night and last night was used for a special
presentation on mission emphasis, particularly on missions in Kenya, Haiti,
Italy, Brazil and Australia .
Tonight, an area-wide youth rally will be
held at Clove~tdale 7-9:30 p.m.

Ken's
Sav-On Drug

Black Onyx

YR -

Paul Bolls, 4:~:30; Kenneth Forte, 6:30..
9:00; and Roger Carter, 9:00-midnight.
Monday's schedule is as follows: Danny
Thompson, 6:30-8:45 a .m.,; Spencer
Merrel, 2:oo-4:00 p.m.; Ronald Turner,
4:00-6:30; Paul Bolls, 6:30-9:00; and Vicki
Hansen, 9:()()-12:00.
Tuesdays and Thursdays begin with
Chris Clarke at 6:30a.m., followed by the
Mike and Doug Show at 7:45. Lisa Jones
and Angie Houston work 2:()()-4:00 p.m.
both days and David White works 9:0012:00 p.m. both days. Spencer Merrel and
Monica Thomas fill the 4:00 and 6:30 shifts
on Tuesday, while Ron Turner and John
Phillips work them on Thursdays.
Wednesday's disc jockeys _are Darin
Combs, 6:30a.m.; David White, 2:00p.m. ;
Scott Peugeot, 4:00p.m.; Spencer Merrel,
·6:30 p.m.; and Shari Nelson, 9:00 p.m.
Friday's are Danny Thompson, 6:30a.m.;
Mark Waters, 2:00 p.m.; and Darin
Combs, 4:00 p.m. Saturday's are Tom
Wood, 2:00-4:00 p.m. ; Brian Smith, 4:Q06:30p.m.; andDia Morrow, 9:00-midnight.
Other weekend shifts are alternated.
Station directors are James Kiggins,
operations manager and programming
director; Allan Keirn, operations manager
and finance director; Jeff Tallman, music
director; John Noah, production director;
Brian Smith, news director; Danny
Meeks, sales director; Vicki Hansen,
traffic director; and Terry Oliver,
engineering director.
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PHARMACY
FRAGRANCES
COSMETICS
DISCOUNT PRICES
FILM PROCESSING
AMBASSADOR CARDS
WE BILL PARENTS OF H. U. STUDENTS

---OPEN--....
8:30AM-6:30PM
MONDAY· SATURDAY
~
~

•

DRIVE-IN WINDOW

268-4121
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Forensics team wins 4 firsts, fourth overall
by Shelly Evans

least an hour a day compiling research
and practicing speeches. "One day we
spent five hours in the Little Rock library
collecting information for the upcoming
tournament," Porter said.
"Before the first tournament, you need
lots of practice. After a few tournaments,
you feel more comfortable with what
you're doing, and you don't need as much
practice it seems," added Nelson.

H, ,·on ,1,111 \Hilt• r

The performance of Harding's forensics team continued to improve following
last weekend's tournament at Louisiana
State University. The team finished
fourth, led by Alan Keirn, Scott Stewart,
Andy Olree and Wayne Houk, who all took
home first place awards.
"I can say that it was an experience. We
always have lots of fun," said Shari
Nelson. Nelson has been involved with
forensics for six years and now competes
in poetry, prose and duo-dramatic interpretation. The tournament went very
well for a good part of the team, she said.
Forensics is divided into three areas:
debate, individual and interpretation.
Most members usually specialize in just
one area. The debate team of Ellen Porter
and Parker Allen finished fourth at the
L.S.U. tournament. Porter, a senior, has
seven years of experience in forensics
behind her. Allen, along with being a
debate team member, is also the president
of Pi Kappa Delta, the organization for
those who get involved with forensics.
The individual events include informative, persuasive, impromptu, extemporaneous and "after dinner"
speaking, along with communication and
rhetorical analysis. Poetry, prose,
dramatic and duo-dramatic interpretation
are the categories for interpretation.
To prepare for tournaments, forensics
team members are encouraged to spend at

The tournament at L.S.U. was the third
one this year. The first tournament, held
four weeks ago at the University of
Alabama at Birmingham, proved to be
very challenging.
"The first tournament was the most
competitive since nationals," said Alan
Keirn, a six-year veteran who competes in
dramatic interpretation.
..
The second tournament was held the
next weekend in Springfield, Mo. Competition was high, and the Harding team
did not place.
Joining the team this year are many new
members who, according to the veteran
members, have added a new dimension to
the team. "This looks to be one of the most
promising teams ever, not just because
it's a large group, but because of the
quality. We're a really close group,"
Porter said.
"Individual goals range from doing the
best you can do with what God has given
you to winning,'' Keirn explained. Some

A 1ribute k» the Original, 'Jiwlitimwl,
Ooe-Huadred-Perceol, All-American auutmu...

members won't settle for anything short of
winning, he said.
The team members seem to feel that the
friendships they've made are well worth
all the time they've put in. "We get to meet
so many different people at the universities where we go," Porter said. And
Harding's forensics team has also -formed
close friendships with each other. "This
year's team is fun. We have a blast!"
Nelson said.
This weekend the debaters will travel to
Little Rock for the statewide Student
Congress . Competition will continue
throughout the year.
Forensics are for those who enjoy
speaking and debating in competition.
Students interested in joining the team
should contact Dr. Pat Garner at ext. 312.
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LEE, ZENA, CHIC JEANS
$14.99- $16.99
GASOLINE'S $29.95
CROSS-COUNTRY SWEATERS
$15.99
PLUS SKIRTS, TOPS & JEWELRY

Next issue of the
Bison
Nov. 22

REMEMBER THE DAY
YOU BEGIN
YOUR LIFE TOGETHER
Only a professional photographic
studio. has the experience and expertise to make your wedding
memories all you want them to be.
You can "count on us t9 devote the
time and attention necessary to express those memorable moments
of your wedding and reception.
Call us today, or stop by and see
our samples. Let's plan this special
occasion together.

By Appointment - Call 268~9304
1407 East Moore Avenue
Searcy, Arkansas 72143

109 E. CENTER
DOWNTOWN SEARCY
268-8668

~

~

4.~~

011183 MGM/UA·
ENTERTAINMENT CO

Phone 268-6694- Downtown Searcy

SAT. -8:00 ·BENSON $ 2

~

(J.JtllFI.~RS
@

Q

~YOUR WORLD OF ~ IS OUR

AND GIFTS

125 S. SPRING STREET
SEARCY, ARKANSAS

10% discount
with Harding I.D.
and cash sales all
year! FREE DELIVERY

~

For all your music needs, whether it be
records & tapes, sheet music, or guitarstrings come to Quattlebaum's on the
Courthouse Square.

TO CAMPUS
ALL YEAR

268-6779

Join our string instrument discount club .
We welcome special orders on records & tapes.
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Business professor enjoys Jwsting hayrides
by Alice Mankin
Bi~on

staff wriler

What would you do if you had a 100-acre
farm, loved fall weather and enjoyed
cooking for. young adults? Have a hayride,
of course. And that's exactly what Lavon
Carter,
assistant
professor
of
management, and his wife Leah decided to
do.
About five years ago, one of Carter's
students asked if he knew where a club
could have a hayride. Carter decided then
that his farm would be an ideal place.
The Carters didn't do any advertising as
such. They just put a note in all the club
boxes at the beginning of each year and
then relied on word of mouth advertising
to inform everyone else. "Each year more
clubs have come out to the farm. This year
we had around 22 clubs come," said Leah
Carter.
One group had quite a scare on their
ride. As the hay wagon turned around in an
old country churchyard, a man with a
shotgun came out and told them to get off
his property. The students thought it was a
joke, and they really liked the new addition to the ride. "But," Leah Carter said,

"it was real, so we were a little scared."
Another evening, a stallion decided to
join in the fun. The horse came up to the
campfire and then tried to eat out of
everybody's plate. Since the horse was not
fully broken, the Carters were somewhat
apprehensive. But one girl remarked,
"Why, that horse was a complete gentleman. He didn't even knock over a single
drink."
The Carters enjoy the hayrides even
when it rains . "We just go inside the house
to eat and if they still want to ride, they
just go ahead and ride in the rain," Leah
Carter said.
Leah Carter gets the food for everyone
so that it will help cut down on any confusion. The Carterfamily's five daughters
also help fix the food. "We've had to buy as
much as 400 to 500 hot dogs for some of the
larger groups," Carter said.
Leah Carter works all day preparing the
chili, baked beans, desserts and the potato
salad. We peel abQU~ 40 pounds of potatoes
the day before the hayride," Carter said.
Linda ·Christensen, member of Oege
social club, said that their club really had

-====
~

a good time. "The guys cook the hot dogs
while the girls go to the food table and fill
their plates."
Phi Delta member Denise Crawford said
that "the wagon ride is great cause it's so
long." She also liked the "homemade
baked beans and the good quality hot
dogs."
TNT member Bill Faint said that he
liked the ride the best. "One wagon had
sides that people would have to climb over
and then they just flopped themselves on
into the hay."
Kelly Boyer of Shantih said that she just
liked the "country atmosphere of the
entire evening."
Carter said that he uses around 100 bales
of hay around the campfire and on the
wagons. "I use one bale of hay for each
couple," said Carter.
A few youth groupS as well as other
groups like the Society for the Advancement of Management have had
hayrides there.
"We appreciale the students coming to
the farm. Mostly we appreciate very much
the behavior of the young people. We've
always had a lot of fun," Carter concluded.

~,
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FLIPPIN - KIIHNL -· BAILEY

Don't you feel better just knowing
your prescription was filled at:

EYE CARE CENTER, P.C.
HOWARD F. FLIPPIN, O . D.
GENERAL OPTOMETRY
MICHAEL KIIHNL, O.D.
GENERAL AND PEDIATRIC OPTOMETRY

EDICAL CENTER PHARMAC

•

Located In Searcy Medical Center
•

FINIS C. BAILEY, JR., 0 . D.
GENERAL OPTOMETRY AND
CONTACT LENSES

1407 EAST RACE AVE.
SEARCY, AR 72143
501/268-3577

/Christmas is jast
around the comer
Pay a little each
week on gifts to
take home!

Corner Gift Shop
on campus
268-4741
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sports
Bisons fall to UAM 21-20 for second straight loss
by Wendell Hudson

..

"

..

-··

.

Bison ~port" l'ditor

Words were hard to come by for head
coach John Prock last Saturday night in
the New Gym after watching his eleventhranked Harding Bisons fall to the
University of Arkansas at Monticello 21-20
in the 27th annual Homecoming contest at
Alumni Field.
"We just seemed very flat out there," he
said. "For the last couple of weeks we
haven't started playing until we were
behind. Against U.A.M. it really cost us."
The loss is the second straight for the
Bisons.
After a scoreless first quarter, UAM
quarterback Joe Don Samples connected
with Boll Weevils wide receiver Lance
Gasaway for a 63-yard touchdown pass.
The extra point made the score 7-0.
AIC STANDINGS
Conf. Overall
6-1
4-0
UCA
6-1
4-0
Henderson
5-2
3-1
Ouachita
Bisons ·
2-2
5-2
UA-Monticello
4-2
2-2
3-4
1-3
SAL'"
2-5
UA-1 ,e Bluff . 0-4
0-7
o-4
Arkansas Tech
This Week's Games
Arkansas ·Tech at Ouachita
Bisons at SAU
Henderson at UA-Monticello
UA-Pine Bluff at UCA
"That was a busted play on our defense
because our defender had slipped on the
turf," Prock said. "There was nothing that
anyone could do in that case because it
was the rain that had fallen all week made
it tough on everyone."
UAM struck again in the second quarter
when Samples hit Marvin Sheets with a
five-yard pass. The extra point kick was
wide to the left, making the score 13-0 with
5: 04 left in the first half(
The Bisons came marching back before
halftime with an 11-play, 76-yard drive
capped off by a s~-yard pass to Daron ,
Cathey with :35 left. Stu Varner's extra
point made the score 13-7.
"We really looked well on that drive,"
Prock· said. "It gave our team some

Quarterback Mannie Lowery calls a play against the UAM Boll Weev ils.

momentum going into the locker room and
I thought we had turned things around."
However, things did not work out accQrding to plan. The third quarter was
scoreless for both teams, but Harding
struck as the fourth quarter began.
Mannie Lowery hit Jack Moore in the left
corner of the end zOI'te for the Bisons'
second touchdown. Varner's kick put the
Bisons in the lead for the first time of the
day at 14-13.
The Boll Weevils were not about to go
down with out a fight. On the following
drive, UAM drove 52 yards in eight plays,
topped off by Satre Wilkersons's sevenyard run. The Boll Weevils elected to. go
for a tw~point conversion and scored
when Samples hit Gasaway in the endzone
to put UAM back in the lead at21-14.
Harding put another scoring drive
together as time was running out in the
game. UAM was facing a fourth down and
three situation with Bobby Brown in punt
formation. The snap went over his head
and he was taken down for a 36-yard loss

by Drake Jackson, putting the ball at the
Bol1Weevil15-yard line. Four plays later,
Lowery found Moore in the endzone to
bring the Bisons within one at 21-20.
Following a timeout, the Bisons lined up
for the tw~point conversion. Lowery
rolled to the right but was unable to find
any one open in the endzone and was
eventually forced out of bounds.
"There was never any question about

going for the tw~point conversion, the
only question we had was what play we
wanted to call," Prock said. "Our entire
, team would have probably been upset if
we had not gone for the win."
Varner tried an onsides kick, but it was
recovered by the Boll Weevils who ran the
clock out for the victory.
"Both teams looked like they were
(See FOOTBALL, page 11)
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Denise Letlow • Carolyn Choate •
Chad Cook • Becky McCoy • Trish Berry
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Sub-T, Theta Tau, Beta Phi conquercluhfootball
In October we strapped on the red and
yellow belts and took to the intramural
grid iron to wage war for two weeks. When
the dust settled and the fog lifted, nine
champions had posed in front of the
Polaroid One-Step.
Although forced to a second game on
Thursday, the Sub-T vs. Bucs A team
championship was decided the night
before since several Bucs players were
absent for the final game that Sub-T
handily won. The Wednesday night contest
lived up to all its pre-game hype as Sub-T
squeeked out a 16-14 victory.
Buc's thrived on the passing game
featuring Bill Joseph and Eric Simmons,
and the leadership and optimism they look
for in David Kent. Sub-Twas paced by the
arm and leg of Glenn 'the Hobbit' Talbot
and a strong defensive effort by John
Harrison, Kenneth Shivers and Brad
Gaither.
The middle club "A" championship was
decided on the final night of the season.
After a rather uneventful first half, the
Kappa Tau-Theta Tau contest turned into
a real hitter's game with Theta Tau getting in the final blows, winning 28-13.

Club Sports
Jamie Knapp &
Brent Alexander
Although bottled up in the first half,
Kappa Tau's senior signal-caller Bob
Pittinger engineered two scoring drives
for the black. Theta Tau's aerial attack
was grounded Thursday because of inclement weather, but the slack was taken
up by senior running back, Rich Weaver
who had two long jaunts to paydirt. Other
Theta Tau scores came via the air from
Brent Alexander to Tim Pugh ami Jamie
Knapp.
Rusty Turner and Chip Carmack led 9te
Beta Phi squad in an undefeated season,
capping it off with a win over AGO to take
the small club A championship. AGO
standouts included Dave Stevens and Greg
Williams.
Kappa Tau swept the rest of the middle

Cfypin9 cSe'tuice
8:30a.m. to 9 p.m.

Calf:

Cfempo'ta'ty Employment c::§e'tuice5.
279-2846
311 cNo'tth

.:Sfnuce

..

club football championships winning B, C,
D and E.
Sub-T won the big clubB and TNT won
big club C.
We hardly had time to change into our
sneakers and indoor apparel before the
volleyball season was upon us. With the
move indoors, the old gym has become the
current mecca for students as fans and
athletes alike gather for the netter's
season.
For those of you who had to study for
that pivotal mid-term physical science test
and failed to make it to the hotbed of intramural activity, here are the results of
the first round of volleyball:
A Team
A.O. over Lambdas
Beta Phi over Pikes
AGO over Sig Tau
Bucs over Titans
TNT over Sub-T
Alpha Tau over Kappa Sigs
Kappa Tau over Chi Sigs
Theta Tau over King's Men
Galaxy. over Knights
BTeam
Sub T over Bucs
A.O. over Beta Phi
Knights over Theta Tau
Galaxy over King's Men
Kappa Tau over Chi Sigs
TNT over Titans
Alpha Tau over Kappa Sigs
Lambdas over AGO
Pikes over Sig Tau
CTeam
Galaxy over Chi Sigs
Titans over TNT
Sub-T over Kappa Sigs
Lambdas over Sig Tau
Kappa Tau over Knights
Theta Tau over Kings Men
Kappa Tau over Theta Tau

Alpha Tau over Sub-T
DTeam
Sub-T over TNT
Alpha Tau over Kappa Sigs
Kappa Tau over Knights
Chi Sigi over King's Men
Sub-T over Titans
Galaxy over Chi Sigs
ETeam
Titans over Sub-T
TNT over Alpha Tau
Galaxy over Kappa Tau
Galaxy over Chi Sigs
FTeam
Alpha Tau over TNT
Sub T over Titans
Kappa Tau over Galaxy
Kappa Tau over Chi Sigs
GTeam
Sub-T over TNT
TNT over Kappa Tau
On a closing note, we feel it's our duty
and obligation to alert the student body of
stellar athletic performances. So we would
like to begin what we hope will become a
tradition at Harding - the Charles M.
White Dining Hall Player of the Week
Award. The award shall be given to the
intramural athlete who meets the
following criteria for this coveted award:
1) Being able to distinguish east court
from west court.
2) Being punctual.
3) Being a gracious winner.
4) Being able to kick an errant
basketball off his-her volleyball court
during actual play.
Our heartfelt congratulations goes to the
inaugural recipient, Jon Goodspeed of
TNT's E team. Jon went above and beyond
the set criteria by actually having a
legitimate set during one of his games.
Congratulations Jon, and keep up the
good work!

Colonial !J{ouse !Restau'lant, /Jnc.
2205EASTRACEAVENUE
Searcy

PHONE 268-1828

Hey students, have you had your vegetables today?
Try our daily speciall Dinner like mom used to serve.
Choose from 3 meats, 6 home-cooked vegetables & 2 salaqs,
plus homemade ice-cream, all for only $3.95
Saturday & Sunday Breakfast Buffet $3.95
SPECIAL SUNDAY BUFFET

DAILY SPECIALS

Turkey & Dressing
Roast Beef
Fried Chicken
Fresh Corn
Mashed Potatoes
Broccoli & Cheese Sauce
Salad Bar
Dessert (including our
Homemade Ice Cream!)
$5.95

Breakfast anytime
Noon Buffet $4.95
Thursday Night Mexican Buffet $5.95
Fri. & Sat. Night Seafood Buffet $7.95
(Music by Tammy & Terry)
Dessert Bar - Our Own Coconut Cake
Cream Pies & Hot Fudge Coke

Bring this ad and· receive Free
tea or coffee with your meal.

NOW HEAR THIS:
Sing for your supper!
Entertain our dinner guests from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. with guitar,
piano, or your own sweet voice and receive your meal free!
Call 268-1828
Banquet Facilities Available. 10%· Discounts to Harding Student Banquets.
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Bisons football
wishbone plays
key to offense
Despite losing their last two games,
John Prock's 1985 Harding Bisons are,
without a doubt, one of the best teams this
institution has produced in years. And
going back to the wishbone offense could
very well be why. Harding has always
been known as a tough defensive team,
with this year as no exception, but this
year's difference is obviously the offense
and mainly the running attack.
The heart of the attack comes from
halfbacks Glenn Segars and Daron Cathey
and fullback Z.C.O. Uhatafe.
"We felt like when we went with the
wishbone with those three that we had the
nucleus for a wishbone backfield," Prock
said.
The proof is in the numbers where the
Bisons are ranked second in the conference in rushing behind Henderson State
University. For the season they have
rolled up 1745 yards on the ground for an
average of 249 yards per contest.
The attack has suffered, however, by the
absence of Segars the last two games who
is out with a knee injury. In the first five
wins he had rushed for 459 yards and 5
touchdowns with an average of 7.3 yards
per carry.
"I hope he'll be back before the year is
over," said Prock. "We sure need him. He
got all of our tough yards. A guy like him
will bring you out of a hole. He is also an
excellent blocker."
"Daron (a transfer from Northwest
Mississippi Junior College) and the others
have been pulling up the slack," said
Prock. "Barry Ford, Kent Chambers and
Derrick Williams have carried the ball
well and blocked well."
Prock also noted the need to have backup quarterback Roddy Mote on the field,
who ran the ball extremely well against
the University of Arkansas at Monticello
last week while playing running back.
"We just need to be playing him '
somewhere," Prock said.
When asked if the Bisons would continuein the wishbone in the coming years, Prock
said it would depend on the type of
quarterbacks he had, like the ones he has
in Mannie Lowery and Mote. "We will as
long as Mannie and Roddy are around,'' he
said.

Cross coun~try.
winsAICmeet
Senior AI Bates set a new course record
last week when the men's cross country
team won the Arkansas Intercollegiate
Conference Meet for the fifteenth consecutive year. Bates finished first at the
meet With a record time of 24: 3S for the 8
.kilometer course.
Other All-AIC runners were Eddie Neal,
5th; Darryl Halbert, 8th; and Larry
Wayne, 9th. Freshman Rich Lockhart
placed 12th for the Bisons. Sophomore
John Partlow placed 16th, followed by
senior Jim Baird, who was 17th in the race.
The men's team will travel to Wisconsin
for the NAIA cross country race ~this
month.
The women's cross country team placed
third in the conference. Beverly Gardner
finished first . for Harding with a third
place finish in the race. Theresa Durham
finished seventh for the women, Leigh
Bassett was 14th; Marlene Eno, 19th;
Sarah Jimenez, 23rd; Ruth Meecham,
24th; and Joan Cigrang, 26th. Gardner and .
Durham will run at the nationals meet in
Wisconsin.

Hometown Gang

by Todd Glover

Bret Shirley, Terri Jewell, laura White and Charles Smith, all Searcy residents, confer to answer a College Bowl bonus
question. The first round of the College Bowl tournament was held Monday night.

Water Buffaloes win five events, lose first home meet
Harding took first place in five events,
but fell to Hendrix College 66-46 in a dual
swim meet Friday.
"It was a good overall performance by
the team," coacli JaCk Boustead said. "H
we bad taken one of the relays we might
have been able to take the meet. We had
only one diver competing and that caused
us a little problem as well."
Taking first place points for the Water
Buffaloes were Glen Alexander with an
11:05.29 in the lOOQ-yd. freestyle, Stephen

Harryman with :24.07 in the 50-yd.
freestyle, Alexander with 2:17.45 in the
200-yd. butterfly, Gary Ashley with :52.43
in the too-yd. freestyle and Gano Butcher
with 2:33.38 in the 200-yd. breaststroke.
Paul Henry was a double winner for
Hendrix~ He won the 200-yd. freestyle in
1:53.45 and the 200-yd. backstroke in
2:13.63.
Harding placed second in the 400-yd.
medley relay with a 4:38.85 clocking. In
the finalevent, the 400-yd. freestvle relay,

Harding was second with 3:47.54..
According to Boustead, Hendrix diver
John Thomas apparently qualified ·ror the
NAJA national meet with victories em the
one-and three-meter board. On the onemeter board, Thomas scored 273.40 on six
dives and 264.44 on the three-meter board.
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Central Americans add to Harding's melting pot
by Sheila Underwood
Hhon ,[,Ill wnlt•r

With students hailing from many different countries, Harding University
might be considered a mini-melting pot of
culture. The campus has always had its
share of foreign faces, but this year there
seems to be an unusually large number of
students from Central America.
· Many of the Central American students
are here as a direct result of a donation
from Sam and Helen Walton of Bentonville, Ark. Walton, founder of WalMart, Incorporated and presently the
richest man in the nation, donated $1.2
million to eath of three Arkansas
universities, namely Harding, College of
the Ozarks and John Brown University, to
provide financial support for students
from Central America.
Walton said the goal of the program is to
acquaint these students with the spirit of
entrepreneurship, demoeracy and free
enterprise so that they can return home
and promote these principles. The
program has also been instigated to offset
an aggressive scholarship program of the
Soviet Union. Walton called the donation
"a real investment" in democracy.
Because of this scholarship and also in
connection with some others, Harding has
recruited a variety of Central American
students. They come from four different
countries: Belize, Costa Rica, Honduras
and Panama. Some had never been to the
United States before this fall, others spent
several years in this country in high
school. They speak the English language
with varying levels of proficiency, and as
unique individuals, they each view this
experience from a unique perspective.
For some, the move has invQlved major
adjustments. Ava Gonzalez, a freshman
business major from Panama, is in the
United States for the first time. Although
she. had four years of English before
coming to Harding, she has found the
language barrier a difficult one to overcome. This didn't make things any easier
for her upon her arrival in the United
States, when she lost her luggage the first
day.
Gonzalez said that her feelings of
homesickness have been made worse
because it is so difficult to communicate
with the people around her, the people who

lina Arzu (left) from Honduras and Gisella Castrillon from Panama study together.
should be able to take the place of her
family and friends from home.
Homesickness has been a setback for
computer informations systems major
Lina Arzu, also. When Arzu left Honduras,
she left not only her native country, but
her husband arid two-year-old son as well.
"Being away from my family has been the
only real source of trouble for me," she
said. "The hard part is that I don't know
when I will see them again, because the
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scholarship doesn:t ,cover expenses for
going back home until I have my degree."
Maribel Almandarez, an accounting
major also from Honduras, echoed these
sentiments. ''I miss my family mucho,
mucho," she said. But Almandarez and
Arzu have found that sharing their common struggles has brought them closer.
They di.d n't know each other when they
lived in Honduras, put they met on their
flight to the States. "Maribel was crying,"
said Arzu, "because she was so homesick.
I tried to comfort her. We found out we
were going to the same place, then we both
felt better, and now we are roommates!"
Both Almandarez and Arzu had lived in
the U.S. before coming to Harding.
Almandarez spent her senior year of high
school in Columbus, Ind., and came again
five years later for a vacation in Dallas.
Arzu attended high school in California for
five years, and did so well that she skipped
the ninth grade. So language hasn't
presented much of a problem for these
two, although Almandarez did have one
request for the Bison: "Please tell them to
talk slower! "
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Almandarez and Arzu are two Central
American students who are not on the
Walton scholarship. They are here on a
scholarship from the Agency for International Development. This agency in
Honduras agreed to sponsor one student
for each student that Walton sponsored.
The students who have had the least
trouble with language are those from
Belize, a country whose official language
is English. Rafino Lin, an accounting
major from Belize, ~s found, however,
(See STUDENTS, page 12)

Football--• (continued from page Rl
playing in slow motion, especially in the
first quarter," Prock commented afterward. "We have got to·get out of the
gate quicker; than we have the last few
weeks. I really don't know why we have
been so uptight lately, because it looks like
we are too uptight."
"The prospects for an AIC championship look very dim, and the national
ranking will fall somewhat, so maybe the
kids wiH loosen up and play good hard
footbalL "
The schedule does not get any easier as
the Bisons travel to Magnolia tomorrow to
face the Southern Arkansas Muleriders.
Kickoff is set at Wilkins Stadium for 2 p.m.

1516 E. Race
(4 blocks from Harding)

Get In the Christmas spirit;
come to our Christmas '
Open House Nov. 17 from
I to 4 p.m. I
Guests receive a FREE or·
nament and 20% off .all
purchases!
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Students--------------------------------------------~
(<·ontinul"d from page II)
that even with his mastery of the
language, there are other problems in
adjusting to a new culture. "The first time
I turned on the shower I didn't realize that
there were separate faucets for hot and
cold - I learned quickly which one was
hot!"
Lin also commented on the automated
basis of the American society. He said this
is the first time he has encountered the
ever present Scan-tron method of testing,
and that it has been a little hard to get used
to. Lin also recognized the necessity of
quick transportation. "It is a fast-moving
life here. You almost have to have a car,"
he said.
All of the students seem to be dealing
with the language, homesickness and
other cultural differences very well, and
the general consensus seems to be that
coming to Harding University was a
choice they are glad to have made.

Southwest Airlines
executive to speak
Monday evening

"Harding is more than I expected," Lin
said, referring especially to the physical
facilities of the campus. "When I first saw
it, it looked like something out of the
world." He contrasted Harding with the
college he'd attended in Costa Rice. It was
not nearly as big, had no air conditioning,
and experienced frequent water shortages.
Santos Castro, a communications major
from Honduras,. said Harding is the
highest quality school he's ever attended
and that he finds it "very impressive." He
specifically mentioned that he likes the
daily chapel services and being a member
of the A Cappella Chorus. He also sees the
teachers here as a definite strong point.
Arzu agreed with him about the Harding
faculty. "Teachers seem to care about
their students. I try not to bother them too
much, but they are willing to give me
extra help when I need it.'; She also
thought the teacher-student ratio was
conducive to learning. "California
universities were packed!" she said,
appreciating the fact that she can pay
closer attention to the teachers in classes
here.
Sheila Marin, a Belizean computer informations systems major, noted that
people in general here ''are extra friendly.
When I first got here, Aunt B (Cathcart
dorm mother) talked to me and told me to
be as outgoing as possible. I'm glad she

did. I've made some really good friends
this semester." Marin added that in her
observations of the campus, she has
discovered tha:t there are "some very fine
guys here."
Regarding the roles of men and women,
Marin, Almandarez and Arzu noted
distinct differences. While Almandarez
admitted that the typical American
woman is not the wild woman often portrayed in movies, the females are
definitely "more aggressive here." They
noted that dating is treated more casually
here than in their countries, and the girls
play a more active role in relationships.
With the tremendous influx of foreign
students, special measures have been
taken to aid their progress in adjusting.
The English department added a new
class this year with the purpose of helping
the students get a practical foundation to
build on.
Another special program is the Wednesday night Bible study designed

especially for Spanish-speaking students.
The study is under the supervision of the
College Church of Christ, and like the
other home Bible studies is centered
around the book o( John.
The group is led by Bill Conley, but
group participation is encouraged. The
lesson and the worship service are conducted entirely in Spanish, and although
English-speaking visitors are welcome, no
effort is made to translate.
Most of the Central American students
are not members of the Church of Christ,
but they are appreciative of the effort
made to let them study and worship God in
their native tongue. "I think it's a good
occasion for all the Spanish speaking
students to get together and just praise the
Lord," said Arzu. And Lin stated that
although he is a Seventh-Day adventist, it
hasn't caused problems for him. "We
serve the same God," he said, "and I
believe that all people who worship God
can be brothers and sisters."

SA Sadie Hawkins Week
Nov. 17-23
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Girls, ifs your turn now!"

You'D get
good food
and honest
value at
Captain D's

Herbert Kelleher

Herbert Kelleher, chief executive officer
of Southwest Airlines, will close the
'American Studies lecture series Monday,
speaking at 7:30 p.m. in the American
Heritage Auditorium.
Kelleher was a founder of Southwest
Airlines Company and has served as
secretary, interim president, president,
chairman of the board and chief executive
officer. He is also a founder, director and
shareholder of Oppenheimer, Rosenburg,
Kelleher and Wheatley, Inc.
A member of the American Bar
Association, the Stale Bar of Texas, the
San Antonio Bar f ssociation and the
Texas Bar Foundatioil, Kelleher has been
selected to Who's Who in the World, Who's
Who in America and Who's Who in Law.
He is also a member of the Dallas
Citizen's Council and has been actively
involved with the Communities in Schools
Advisory Council, the Better Business
Bureau of Metropolitan Dallas, the Texas
Transportation Institute and the Texas
College of Business Administration.

CLASSIFIEDS
TYPISTS- $500 weekly at home! Write :
P.O. Box 975, Elizabeth, N.J. 07207.
$60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID for
remailing letters from home! Send selfaddressed, stamped envelope for information-application. Associates, Box 95·
B. Roselle, NJ 07203.
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TWO FISH N' FRIES

OHer expires 11·14-85.

Each dinner includes: two golden-brown, boneless
fish fillets, natural-cut french fries, and two
Southern-style hush puppies.
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Not good with any other special or
discount (at participating Capt. D's).
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$3 99 I

Each dinner includes: three t~nder, golden-brown
fish1illets, natural-cut french fries and twa Southernstyle hush puppies.
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Not good with any other speCial or
discount (at participating Capt. o·s).
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THREE-PIECE

OHer e_xpires 11-14·85.

Dinner includes: three golden-brown fish fillets,
natural-cut french fries,"ITesh cele slaw and Lwo
SOuthern-style hush puppies.

Not good with any other special or
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